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No matter what dispute on the meanings of ownership of apartment house 
exist, it has been recognized that it includes at least two parts: one is the ownership 
of part for individual to the exclusive part of apartment house and the other is 
ownership of part for co-ownership to the mutual part of apartment house. 
According to the common theories of scholars, Ownership of part for co-ownership 
refers to the owners of apartment house, according to the provisions of law or 
regulatory stipulation, are granted rights of occupancy, employment and proceeds to 
the mutual part of apartment house. Ownership of part for co-ownership depends on 
ownership of part for individual between the relationships of them.  
The legal quality of ownership of part for co-ownership is complex real right. 
This kind of real right is comprised of co-ownership by shares to the whole 
apartment house, mutual co-ownership to the mutual part of apartment house and 
ownership of part for individual to the exclusive part of apartment house, and it is 
the third co-ownership form that is different from both co-ownership by shares and 
joint co-ownership. The ownership of part for co-ownership has the characteristics 
of adherence, legality, a great many right subjects, and universality of right objects. 
The mutual part of apartment house is owned by owner mutually, so except 
stipulating otherwise, all owners employ and benefit according to the shares that 
they should have. Accordingly, the subjects of ownership of part for co-ownership 
may be the whole part owner, partial part owner, promissory part owner, or legal 
part owner. The object of ownership of part for co-ownership is the object that 
rights and obligations point at. Our legislations may define the object of ownership 
of part for co-ownership by use of enumeration and exclusion, as is helpful for 
reducing dispute. 
The rights of co-owner mainly include: employment, proceeds to mutual part 
and rights to house base. The obligations of co-owner mainly refer to follow the 














burdens and charges, under an obligation to be careful with reason and forbiddance. 
Linking the true-life cases on ownership of part for co-ownership dispute, the 
article analyzes ownership of part for co-ownership concretely. The legislations and 
researches related to civil law and real rights law all include stipulations on 
ownership of apartment house, furthermore, besides special stipulations on 
ownership of part for co-ownership, almost all stipulations on ownership of part for 
individual involves ownership of part for co-ownership, all these embody the 
importance and  imminence of the system of ownership of part for co-ownership.     
The structure of the article: Firstly, the article analyzes the definition of 
ownership of part for co-ownership among ownership of apartment house and its 
relationship with other rights, analyzes qualities and characteristics of ownership of 
part for co-ownership; Secondly, the article analyzes the subject, object and content 
of ownership of part for co-ownership; Thirdly, the article analyzes the ways to 
solve dispute on ownership of part for co-ownership combining to the true-life 
cases; Finally, the article states and reviews the legislations and scholar’s proposals 
on the ownership of part for co-ownership among ownership of apartment house. 
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① 1989 年 11 月 21 日建设部令第 5 号发布，2001 年 8 月 15 日根据《建设部关于修改＜城市异产毗连房
屋管理规定＞的决定》修正。 
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① 陈华彬.物权法原理[M].北京：国家行政学院出版社，1998.317; 王利明.物权法研究[M].北京：中国人
民大学出版社，2002.366. 
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